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First, I didn't have to take chemistry, biology, or physics for my test. My test didn't even have
physics as an option. I don't see how this book wouldn't help with those subjects, though. Some of
the sample questions were actually on my test. I ended up with a 94.4, and I only went over the 3
sample tests once. I also went over the HESI Admission Assessment Exam Review that is put out
by Elsevier. I would recommend using that book in conjunction with this one, especially if you're a
little weak with some of the subjects. Some of the sample questions are the same as in the
McGraw-Hill book, but there aren't as many questions. It's mostly review with one sample test for
each subject. If you're serious about becoming a nurse, get this book and the other. You will do
great.Oh, and when researching the HESI test, a lot of people asked about the math. I got a 98 on
the math, which I blame on the stupid on screen calculator. It's mostly fractions and decimals. You
will have to know conversions (metric-standard, standard-metric, F-C, C-F, etc), though there
seemed to be an unending amount of fractions.They other subjects are pretty basic, and there was
more anatomy than physiology. Study the book. You will do well.

Very good review! I repeated each test a total of five times which took a while but really helped. I
really appreciated the answer explantations as well. I took Reading, vocabulary, grammer, anatomy
and physiology, biology and chemistry. Passed with flying colors. Definitely recommend!

Not only was this book a great review, but I used it to tutor some classmates who didn't pass the
first time. They passed the second time!!! I made a 96% on math and 92% on reading. Good luck to
all who have to take the HESI on the future! Use this book!

To study for the HESIA2 exam, I bought both the McGraw-Hill's and the HESI Admission
Assessment exam review. I highly recommend to use them together. Here is the review I posted for
the HESI book:I just took my HESIA2 exam and this book was very helpful. I got a score of 86%. It
is not excellent but it is good enough considering that I had only two weeks to study for the exam. I
passed all the sections with a score above 84% so I am satisfied as the minimum score required
was 75% in each section. The english part was helpful, however I felt that the reading part was
more difficult in exam than in book but keep in mind that english is my second language. There were
few vocabulary words in the exam from the book. The Math was the most helpful, I got a 92%
thanks to this book. I highly recommend to learn all the conversions of the book cause I had a lot of
questions in the exam about conversions....... The A&P section of book is ok. It is a nice summary
but I did not limit myself to the guide, I went through all my notes from A&P I and II classes. By
using this book you should be able to score more than 90% in math and english. A&P should be ok
if you got a good grade in both of the classes. In addition to this book I highly recommend to buy the
McGraw-Hill's book which has additional practice tests. Good Luck!

The book gives you a broad idea of what's on the exam. The Math section of this book really helps if
you have a weakness. I would recommend this book to anyone taking the HESI A2 Examination!!!!

I'll up adjust the stars accordingly once I take the hesi a2 test. So far I am enjoying the practice
material. However, I have noticed several questions that are incorrect.For example: Test 3, Basic
Math, question 6 asks:How many Kilometers are in 12 miles?A. 7.5 milesB. 13.2 milesC. 19.2
milesD. 22 milesAren't they suppose to be kilometers?Test 2, Grammar, question 9:________ the
emergency room was not busy last night, the head nurse did not let anyone end her shift early.A.
BecauseB. Provided thatC. As ifD.AlthoughWhy does it say her?This question is verbatim from the

book. I've noticed a couple questions like this one throughout the book and I find them interesting. I
really hope the test doesn't include cryptic questions such as these.

Love this book, helped me achieve my goal of a 90% on the Hesi. The questions are almost
identical to what you will see on the actual exam! Cant say anything more!

I really liked this study book. I studied only for 3 days and did the practice tests and made a 90 (and
I have not even taken A&P II yet). I really would focus on learning the vocab words you don't know
in this book. Some of the exact questions on this book were on my exam. Also when working the
math section take note of coversions, as they do not give them to you on the example i.e. 1 kg=2.2
pounds.
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